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Abstract: Developing antibacterial biodegradable Mg alloys is of paramount importance to prevent
infection and inflammation during the healing process. In this regard, the Mg-2Ag alloy is proposed
as a suitable candidate with appropriate biocompatibility as well as antibacterial activity. However,
its rapid degradation rate limits its clinical application. To tackle this problem, the hydrothermal
coating technique was employed to synthesize a barrier coating to enhance the degradability of the
Mg-2Ag alloy using distilled water as the reagent. Field emission scanning electron microscopy
(FESEM) micrographs and X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns showed that a hydroxide coating was
formed on the studied samples. Furthermore, it was observed that the substrate microstructure plays
an essential role in the obtained coating quality and hence, the degradation behavior. The dendritic
microstructure with the nonuniform distribution of Ag-rich precipitates of the as-cast Mg-2Ag alloy
lead to undesirable cracks and holes in the coating owing to Mg deficiency to form Mg(OH)2, whereas
the solution-treated alloy with a homogenized microstructure resulted in the formation of a more
compact, thick, and integrated coating, which remarkably improved the corrosion resistance of
the alloy.

Keywords: antibacterial implant; biomaterial; coating; heat treatment; hydrothermal; Mg-Ag alloy

1. Introduction

The overall longevity and aging of the world’s population necessitate the develop-
ment of new biomaterials with improved properties to treat damaged tissues [1]. Inert
materials like Al2O3 and bioactive materials such as hydroxyapatite are the first and second
generations of biomaterials, which require a second surgery for their removal. However,
the third and newest generation of biomaterials is the biodegradable material which can
act as a temporary structure to facilitate the tissue-healing process. They allow the adjacent
tissue to integrate and proliferate with them, where they will gradually be degraded in a
physiological environment and finally, be replaced by the host tissue [2].

Biodegradable Mg-based alloys offer outstanding advantages compared to other alloys,
traditionally used to make nondegradable implants, making them revolutionary degradable
implants [3,4]. Magnesium alloys have lately gained prominence as raw materials for
implants in osteosynthesis and cardiovascular surgeries, where they can be employed
as wound-closing devices and also in laryngeal microsurgery [5–9]. Their close density
and elastic modulus to human bones allow them to efficiently avoid the stress-shielding
effect. In addition, Mg is one of the main elements that play an important role in biological
functions [8]. Degradability of magnesium alloys can itself be their main drawback, if
not controlled correctly. An accelerated corrosion rate in aqueous environments, followed
by the loss of mechanical integrity, would eventually cause implantation failures [1,10].
In addition, the formation of large quantities of hydrogen gas bubbles is another issue
in Mg rapid degradation, which may occur mainly in the early weeks after implantation.
This may result in an infection or local inflammation [11,12]. Therefore, the degradation
behavior of magnesium alloys used as implants should be tailored to match the bone-
healing rate. Moreover, implants with antimicrobial properties are highly desirable to
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avoid inflammation and infection after surgery. Mg antibacterial activity is insufficient
to effectively prevent biofilm formation, which can also lead to implantation failure by
keeping cells away from the implant [13].

To tackle these challenges and improve the corrosion resistance as well as antibacterial
properties of Mg alloys, different strategies have been employed such as alloying, heat
treatment, thermomechanical processing, directional solidification, and coating [14–17].
Among the alloying elements, Ag is known to possess a dynamic antibacterial capability at
a relatively low concentration; hence, Mg-Ag alloys have attracted wide attention [7,13,18].
In an investigation [19], the viability of bacteria on solution-treated Mg-6Ag and Mg-8Ag
discs was 18.64% and 14.75%, respectively, which is significantly lower than that on pure
Mg (more than 50%). Also, Ag has been shown to have positive effects on improving
the mechanical properties of Mg. In this regard, it has been reported that the addition of
Ag can improve the hardness, strength, and ductility of pure Mg by the incorporation of
Ag-containing precipitates and also grain refinement [20,21]. However, Ag addition might
negatively affect the corrosion resistance of Mg, as a result of the formation of secondary
phases that can act as the cathode in the magnesium matrix and thus play a significant
role in microgalvanic corrosion [22]. In this regard, it has been reported [1] that solution
heat treatment can significantly lower, or even eliminate, the microgalvanic corrosion due
to the dissolution of secondary phases. Indeed, this heat treatment results in the uniform
distribution of alloying elements, which itself helps to improve the quality of the corrosion
protective film due to the obtained microstructural homogeneity. Moreover, the mechanical
strength of the solution-treated alloy would be balanced to some extent as a result of the
achieved solution strengthening [1,23]. In this regard, it has been reported [24] that solution
heat treatment slightly improves the mechanical strength and markedly decreases the
degradation rate of the as-cast Mg-4Ag alloy, owing to the dissolution of the dendritic
structure and some of the precipitates.

Previous works indicate that in order to use biodegradable implants in clinical appli-
cations, in addition to choosing the appropriate alloy and processing techniques, surface
modification is ultimately required [25]. An anticorrosion coating on the surface can inhibit
the transmission of corrosive media to the substrate and significantly enhance the corrosion
resistance [26,27]. In this regard, different coating techniques such as vapor deposition
coating [28], plasma spraying coating [29], organic-based coating [30], and anodic oxide
coating [31] have been employed. Also, recent studies have explored the possibility of
addressing such issues by surface chemical treatment and the in situ self-assembly of some
biocompatible elements such as Mg2+-incorporated epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) [32],
16-Phosphonohexadecanoic acid (16-Pho) [33], and chitosan-functionalized graphene oxide
(GOCS) [34]. However, such methods can be considered to be complicated approaches in
terms of either equipment or operation for coating Mg alloys. The hydrothermal technique
has been identified as one of the most effective and simple approaches for synthesizing an
anticorrosion coating on Mg alloys’ surface [35]. This method offers remarkable advan-
tages such as a low cost, simplicity, being environmentally friendly, and fast compared to
other coating methods [36]. Moreover, the hydrothermal technique can be used to coat
relatively large specimens, and can also be commercially scaled up owing to the occurrence
of hydrothermal crystallization on a three-dimensional structure [37]. Recently, some pub-
lications have outlined the unique corrosion-inhibition properties of coatings produced
by the hydrothermal method on some Mg alloys [37–42]. For example, Song et al. [36]
synthesized a dual-layer structured corrosion-resistant coating which was composed of
Mg(OH)2 and LiOH on an Mg-9Li alloy by the optimization of the hydrothermal reaction
in deionized water. The amount of hydrogen evolved in the coated sample decreased more
than 1.5 times at the optimum conditions.

Accordingly, the present investigation proposes a hydrothermal method using deion-
ized water as a precursor solution to create a corrosion-resistant coating on an Mg-2 wt%
Ag alloy, as an appropriate antibacterial alloy which has shown adequate antibacterial per-
formance to prevent biofilm formation [15,43]. Also, the effects of solution heat treatment
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on the quality of the coating as well as the degradability of this alloy were thoroughly
studied.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Material Preparation

The Mg-2 wt% Ag alloy (all compositions are in weight percent, hereafter, unless
mentioned) was prepared by melting pure Mg (99.99%) and Ag (99.96%) in a graphite
crucible utilizing an induction furnace under the protection of the covering flux (MAGREX
60, Vesuvius plc, London, United Kingdom). After melting the Mg at 750 ◦C, Ag was
added to achieve the desired composition, followed by holding the melt for 10 min at this
temperature and mechanical stirring by a stainless-steel rod for 5 min. Then, it was poured
into a preheated (210 ◦C) steel mold. To evaluate the validity of chemical composition after
casting, the atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) technique was carried out. The solution
treatment was performed at 400 ◦C for 16 h in an electrical furnace. Hereafter, the as-cast
and solution-treated samples are named AC and ST, respectively.

2.2. Hydrothermal Coating

Prior to the hydrothermal coating process, the 10 mm × 10 mm × 10 mm samples,
both in the AC and ST states, were prepared by grinding with SiC paper up to 1200 grit,
and then ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol for 12 min, followed by natural drying in air.
The prepared samples were immersed into a stainless-steel Teflon-lined autoclave filled up
to 70% capacity with distilled water as the reactor and reagent, respectively. The sample-
contained reactor was maintained at 160 ◦C for 6 h, inside an electrical resistance furnace,
and then, after cooling, the coated sample was taken out from the reactor and washed
slowly with distilled water and dried with hot air.

2.3. Microstructure Characterization

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis (X’Pert Pro MPD, Panalytical, Almelo, The Nether-
land) of the uncoated and coated alloys was performed by exposing the surface of the
polished samples to Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 0.15418 nm) in the 2θ range of 15–85◦. The
samples were scanned with an accelerating voltage and scan rate of 40 kV and 2◦/min,
respectively. In addition, the microstructure of the samples, both the substrate and coating,
was studied using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, MIRA 3 LMU,
TESCAN, Brno, Czech Republic), equipped with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS).
For microstructural characterization of the substrate, after normal grinding and polishing
operations, chemical etching was used to reveal the microstructure of the uncoated AC and
ST alloys, utilizing nital (92 mL ethanol + 8 mL nitric acid) and picral (6 mL ethanol + 2.5 mL
acetic acid + 0.4 gr picric acid + 2 mL distilled water) solutions, respectively.

2.4. Corrosion Tests

Short-term and long-term corrosion behavior of the uncoated and coated alloys was
assessed by employing polarization and hydrogen evolution tests, respectively. The phos-
phate buffer saline (PBS) solution was selected as the simulated body fluid for all corrosion
tests, while its chemical composition is given in Table 1. For the electrochemical tests, an
Autolab potentiostat/galvanostat instrument and a three-electrode cell setup containing
the specimen, Ag/AgCl, and platinum as the working, reference, and counter electrodes,
respectively, were utilized. For this purpose, the applied potential range (versus Ag/AgCl
electrode) and scan rate were 300 to 300 mV and 5 mV/s, respectively. The corrosion
current density (icorr) and corrosion potential (Ecorr) values were determined using Tafel
extrapolation.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of the used PBS solution.

Solution
Chemical Composition (g/L)

NaCl KCl Na2HPO4 KH2PO4

PBS 8.00 1.15 0.20 0.20

The long-term degradation behavior of the studied materials was studied over 11 days
by measuring the volume of the evolved hydrogen from the immersed samples in the PBS
solution at 37 ± 0.5 ◦C. Details of this test, as well as a schematic representation of the used
setup, are given elsewhere [15] and only briefly described here. For this test, samples with
approximate dimensions of 10 mm × 10 mm were first cold-mounted and then ground up
to 2500 grit using SiC paper, in the case of the uncoated ones. To ensure the reproducibility
and validity of data, hydrogen evolution tests were performed three times for each material.
Also, the surface morphology of the corroded samples was studied by FESEM.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Microstructure Evolution
3.1.1. Substrate

The results of the AAS analysis showed that the concentration of Ag is 1.98%, which
is very close to the nominal composition. Figure 1 shows the FESEM micrographs of the
Mg-2Ag alloy in both the AC and ST states. As can be observed, the as-cast material exhibits
a dendritic structure with a nonuniform distribution of Ag-rich precipitates, which are
relatively large in size. The EDS map-scan result obtained from the region containing one
of this precipitate (region A in Figure 1a) is shown in Figure 1c, where it can clearly be
observed that these white particles are Ag-rich precipitates. Similar microstructures have
previously been reported in Ag-containing as-cast Mg alloys [24], where the Ag content
is usually higher than 1%. For better identification of the phases, XRD was performed
on the as-cast alloy and the associated pattern is presented in Figure 2. Accordingly,
in addition to α-Mg peaks, some peaks related to the Mg54Ag17 secondary phase could
be detected in the pattern, which indicates that the mentioned Ag-rich precipitates in
the microstructure of the as-cast material are the Mg54Ag17 phase. On the other hand, as
Figure 1b shows, the solution-treated Mg-2Ag alloy possesses a homogenous microstructure
with approximately no observable precipitates. It can be deduced that heat treatment at
400 ◦C for 16 h can significantly decrease the volume fraction of the secondary phases and
form a supersaturated solid solution in the Mg-2Ag alloy.

3.1.2. Coating

The XRD pattern of the coated as-cast Mg-2Ag alloy shown in Figure 2 demonstrates
the fact that the main constituent of the hydrothermally formed coating is Mg(OH)2. This
is in accordance with previous works [14,36], where the Mg(OH)2 hydroxide layer was
formed on Mg-4Zn and Mg-9Li alloys after hydrothermal coating using deionized water.

The FESEM micrographs of the Mg-2Ag alloy in the AC and ST conditions are depicted
in Figure 3. It can be observed that the morphology of the formed magnesium hydrox-
ide is the commonly known hexagonal flake structure units [35,44]. Also, some small
irregular-shaped plates with a diameter of 50–70 nm (Figure 3f) as well as flower-shaped
clusters with different sizes (Figure 3e) can be observed. Such different Mg(OH)2 coating
morphologies was reported in an Mg-3Al-1Zn (AZ31) alloy hydrothermally synthesized in
the temperature and time ranges of 120–160 ◦C and 1–3 h [44]. Also, the formation of the
Mg(OH)2 coating with flower-shaped clusters distributed in different coating regions was
observed in a biodegradable Mg-2Zn-Mn-Ca-Ce alloy [37]. With careful examination of the
FESEM micrographs, it can be observed that while the as-cast Mg-2Ag alloy exhibited some
microdefects like pores and cracks, the solution-treated one possessed a more uniform and
compact coating.
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Figure 3. SEM micrographs of the coated Mg-2Ag alloy in the AC (a,c,e) and ST (b,d,f) conditions, at
both low and high magnifications.

Moreover, the cross-sectional FESEM micrographs of both samples are presented in
Figure 4. In general, it can be suggested that the coating formed on both samples is well
bonded to the substrate, where no obvious microdefect was noticed in the substrate/coating
interface. Furthermore, the average coating thickness of the Mg-2Ag alloy in the AC and ST
states was measured to be about 71.1 and 142.6 µm, respectively, implying that in addition
to a more uniform and dense coating, the heat-treated alloy possessed a thicker coating
as well.
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The microstructure of the substrate is believed to have a remarkable influence on
the coating characteristics of biodegradable Mg alloys [37,45]. As was discussed and
shown in Figures 1 and 2, the as-cast Mg-2Ag alloy exhibited a dendritic structure with
silver segregation as well as Mg54Ag17 precipitates. Generally, coating nucleation would
have different rates on different locations of a microstructure (e.g., α-Mg and Ag-rich
precipitates). For instance, the nucleation rate on the secondary phases is significantly lower
than the α-Mg, due to Mg deficiency on the secondary phases. This situation is exacerbated
when the size of the precipitates is relatively large, which can make the Mg(OH)2 nucleation
and thickening extremely difficult. Such nonuniform rates of nucleation and growth in
different regions of the substrate might lead to crack nucleation in the coating. Also,
contracting stresses as a consequence of the drying stage in the hydrothermal coating
process play an important role in crack generation in a loosely formed coating on Ag-
rich secondary phases. In this regard, more defects in an as-cast Mg-2Ag coating can be
attributed to its inhomogeneous microstructure with relatively large secondary phases.
However, such problems were considerably mitigated by the implementation of heat
treatment, where T4 treatment led to the approximately thorough dissolution of precipitates
and uniformity of microstructure, and hence, improved quality of the coating. Modifying
the microstructure and changing the size, morphology, and distribution of the secondary
phases utilizing other postprocessing techniques like severe plastic deformation to enhance
the hydrothermal coating quality of biodegradable Mg alloys has also been reported [14].

3.2. Corrosion Behavior

Figure 5 shows the corrosion results for the AC and ST materials in both the coated
and coated conditions. Regarding the electrochemical test, the corrosion potential and
corrosion current density values determined by the Tafel extrapolation are presented in
Table 2. According to the polarization curves presented in Figure 5a, the solution-treated
Mg-2Ag alloy exhibited decreased icorr and nobler Ecorr in comparison to the as-cast alloy.
Furthermore, the coated alloys displayed significantly lower icorr and more positive Ecorr
values, demonstrating the outstanding role of coating in improving the corrosion resistance
of the Mg-2Ag alloy. Among the studied alloys, the coated solution-treated Mg-2Ag alloy
manifested the best corrosion performance with the icorr and Ecorr of 1.84 µA/cm2 and
−0.26 V, respectively.
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Table 2. Summary of the electrochemical data of the studied alloys, acquired from polarization tests.

Alloy Condition Icorr (µA/cm2) Ecorr (V) Corrosion Rate
(mm/y)

Mg-2Ag
AC 84.52 ± 2.4 −1.52 1.93 ± 0.11

ST 19.14 ± 1.6 −1.44 0.44 ± 0.05

Coated Mg-2Ag
AC 4.12 ± 1.6 −0.34 0.09 ± 0.01

ST 1.84 ± 0.08 −0.26 0.04 ± 0.01

Equation (1), a well-established equation in calculating the corrosion rate (mm/year)
from the corrosion current density (µA/cm2) [46], was used to determine the corrosion
rates of the studied materials and the associated values are given in Table 2. Accordingly, it
can be observed that solution heat treatment and hydrothermal coating can decrease the
corrosion rate of the as-cast Mg-2Ag alloy from 1.93 to 0.04 mm/year.

Corrosion rate = 22.85 icorr (1)

The hydrogen evolution test was conducted for up to 242 h to assess the long-term
degradability of alloys, and the corresponding results are plotted in Figure 5b. As can be
noted, the volume of evolved hydrogen in the solution-treated Mg-2Ag alloy is considerably
lower than the as-cast one. Video S1 shows the difference between the hydrogen gas
evolution rate from the uncoated AC and coated ST samples. As can be noted in this
video, while the uncoated AC alloy demonstrated the rapid production of hydrogen gas
bubbles, the hydrogen bubbles can barely be observed on the surface of the coated ST
sample. In addition, and in accordance with the polarization results, the line slope of the
coated alloys, which is interpreted as the hydrogen evolution rate, is times lower than the
uncoated alloys, indicating the notable protective impact of coating. It is interesting to
note that there was no detectable volume of evolved hydrogen after the primary hours
of immersion of the coated samples, implying the existence of an incubation period for
these samples. These incubation periods were about 90 and 140 h for the coated AC and
ST alloys, respectively. A longer incubation period implies greater protectiveness of the
coating, since in fact, this period is proportional to the time required until the corrosive
medium penetrates the coating and reaches the substrate.

Figure 6 illustrates the FESEM corrosion morphologies of the uncoated AC and coated
ST samples (as the worst and best samples in terms of corrosion resistance, respectively),
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after immersion in the PBS solution for 11 days. As can be observed, the uncoated as-cast
alloy has been thoroughly corroded, where numerous cracks and deep pits, as well as
stacked corrosion products, reside on its surface. In contrast, the coated ST alloy has only
slightly changed after immersion in comparison with its morphology before immersion
(Figure 3f), where a tightly integrated coating with few corrosion products is visible on
its surface. Furthermore, whereas the FESEM cross-sectional micrograph of the coated ST
alloy exhibits relatively no corrosion attacks, the uncoated AC one demonstrates severe
and deep pitting (Figure 6c,d). As can be observed, the cross-sectional micrographs of the
coated ST alloy before and after the degradation test show no or little changes, implying the
efficiency of the applied coating and heat treatment in enhancing the degradation behavior
of the Mg-2Ag alloy.
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It is generally believed that the dendritic microstructure of as-cast magnesium alloys
with considerable alloying element segregation would significantly deteriorate the corro-
sion resistance [1]. Therefore, as indicated before, the high corrosion rate of the as-cast alloy
can be attributed to the relatively large Ag-rich precipitates distributed inhomogeneously
in the microstructure, resulting in pronounced microgalvanic corrosion. This phenomenon
clearly appeared in Figure 6a as the deep pits and large cracks existing on the surface of the
as-cast alloy. To address this issue, heat treatment has generally been employed and the
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influence of this implementation has been comprehensively reviewed by the authors [1].
Also in this study, the solution treatment caused an almost complete dissolution of the
precipitates, which would reduce the number of microgalvanic couples. Moreover, solution
treatment can further affect the microstructure in terms of decreasing the casting defects
and segregations, as well as internal stresses, leading to the enhanced corrosion resistance
of the solution-treated Mg-2Ag alloy.

Coating provides a strong barrier between the substrate and corrosive medium, re-
sulting in a significantly higher corrosion resistance of the coated samples. Such an effect
is more substantial in the early stages of immersion, where the corrosive medium cannot
reach the substrate, leading to a prolonged incubation period in the coated alloys. In
this regard, there are two main parameters that play vital roles in the degradability of
coated alloys: (1) the quality of the coating, and (2) the corrosion resistance of the substrate.
Regarding the first parameter, and as long as the corrosive medium has not reached the
substrate, a more integrated and compact coating would impede the infiltration of the
PBS solution, while a porous coating with deep cracks can facilitate this process. Once
the substrate surface is exposed to a corrosive solution, the corrosion resistance of the
substrate becomes a governing parameter, where a lower degradation rate of the substrate
can lead to an improved corrosion resistance of the coated alloy. In this regard, the superior
corrosion performance of the coated solution-treated Mg-2Ag alloy can be ascribed to both
the improved coating quality as well as higher substrate corrosion resistance. Figure 7
illustrates a schematic representation of the degradation behavior of the studied alloys.
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As was reported in our previous study [15], the addition of 2% Ag to the Mg matrix
did not produce any sign of cytotoxicity, where cell viability and attachment were improved
with the cell culture time. In addition, this alloy possessed sufficient antibacterial activity
to prevent biofilm formation [43]. Thus, remarkably enhancing the corrosion resistance
of the biodegradable Mg-2Ag alloy with a hydrothermal coating and solution treatment
can be a great way of tackling its main challenges, and thus, introducing this alloy as a
promising degradable implant.

4. Conclusions

The hydrothermal coating technique was employed to synthesize a protective coating
on the biodegradable Mg-2Ag alloy using distilled water as the reagent. Coating was
successfully formed on the alloy in both the as-cast and solution-treated conditions, which
significantly enhanced the corrosion resistance in comparison with the uncoated ones.
However, the coating characteristics and subsequent degradability were strongly dependent
on the microstructure of the substrate, where the as-cast alloy with relatively large Ag-rich
precipitates resulted in an inferior coating quality with many cracks and holes. In contrast,
the dissolution of the secondary phases and homogenization of the microstructure with
solution-treatment implementation noticeably improved the coating efficiency, and thus,
the corrosion resistance. Overall, the hydrothermally coated solution-treated Mg-2Ag alloy
shows promising results to be utilized as a biodegradable implant.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/met13071260/s1, Video S1: A video showing different rates of gas
formation on the surface of uncoated AC and coated ST samples.
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